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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Downtown Tryon Visioning Project

October 11th, 2019

BACKGROUND
In 2015, the Tryon Downtown Development Association (TDDA) brought in The Walker Collaborative’s Phil
Walker to conduct a three (3) day process in which he studied the Downtown, held several meetings to gain
stakeholder input, and provided a technical memorandum with a set of recommendations. Since then, TDDA has
enjoyed considerable success with Downtown revitalization. TDDA has again brought back Phil Walker for a four
(4) year “check-up” entailing the following key tasks:
 Task 1.0: Preparation Work
 Task 2.0: Public Input Trip
 Task 3.0: Report Preparation
In addition to a reminder of the importance of Downtown to the community, this report’s Background Section
includes a set of observations on existing conditions organized by: physical characteristics, economic
characteristics, and plans and policies. This section also summarizes TDDA’s many achievements since 2015
organized by the Main Street “four points”, as well as a list of key ideas generated by the nine citizen planning
teams during a charrette-style public forum held on July 29, 2019.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Some of the following recommendation summaries are identical to the 2015 recommendations for those
challenges not yet resolved. In other instances, those earlier recommendations have either been adjusted to
respond to current circumstances or have been eliminated altogether because they have been implemented or
are no longer relevant for other reasons. Finally, many of the ideas below are new since the 2015 effort.
Organization
O-1) Enhance the Effectiveness of TDDA Board Members
O-2) Increase TDDA General Membership
O-3) Leverage the Potential Contributions of TDDA Members
O-4) Achieve Sustainable Funding for TDDA
O-5) Create a Targeted Approach to Engage Elected Officials
Design
D-1) Extend Streetscape Improvements Beyond Trade Street and Explore Opportunities for Street Trees
D-2) Introduce Public Art into Downtown Tryon
D-3) Maximize Parking in Downtown Tryon
D-4) Treat Palmer as a Street at Intersections and an Alley Elsewhere
D-5) Expand the Existing Greenway System for more Connectivity to Downtown
D-6) Utilize a Golf Cart and Trolley for Specific Situations
D-7) Animate Vacant Storefronts with Window Displays and Pop-Up Retail
D-8) Implement the Local Historic Overlay District that Exists in the Zoning Ordinance
Economic Vitality
E-1) Update TDDA’s Existing Business Development Documents
E-2) Initiate a Proactive Business Development Campaign
E-3) Determine Potential Niche Markets & Candidate Uses for Recruitment
E-4) Expand TDDA’s Centralized Retail Management (CRM) Strategies
E-5) Make New Infill Development a Goal After Filling Existing Buildings
E-6) Consider a “Carrots and Sticks” Approach to Properties Needing Investment
Promotion
P-1) Clearly Define Downtown Tryon’s Brand
P-2) Improve Downtown’s Web-Based Presence
P-3) Promote Downtown Tryon with Signage Outside of Tryon
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P-4) Establish an Arts and Craft Market in Downtown Tryon
P-5) Consider Piping Music into Downtown Through a Speaker System
P-6) Develop Downtown Restrooms
PRIORITIES
Top Tier Priorities
Below is the top priority for TDDA and Downtown Tryon:
Develop and implement an engagement strategy with Central Business District property owners to encourage
space utilization and appearance standards in keeping with the Main Street approach. Emphasis needs to be
on the property owners playing a key role in enabling the Downtown to thrive.
It is proposed that the other top priorities for implementation consist of all five of the recommendations tied to
Organization, as summarized on the previous page (recommendations O-1 through O-5). The rationale behind
those priorities are summarized below and detailed in the full report:
 Experience has shown a strong correlation between effective downtown entities and success with revitalization.
 The organization-related recommendations are “low hanging fruit” because they are inexpensive and can occur
quickly.
 While recommendation O-4 for sustainable funding is not urgent, the timing is good.
Next Tier Priorities
This report’s “next tier” priorities represent the most important recommendations to pursue within the very
near future, and they include the top few for each of the other three Main Street “points” (design, economic
vitality, and promotion).
Finally, this report section offers an alternative approach to this report by suggesting the preparation of a
Downtown Master Plan, and a list of “best practices” model communities in North Carolina is provided for
specific relevant programs.
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BACKGROUND

In 2015, the Tryon Downtown Development Association (TDDA) brought in The Walker Collaborative’s Phil
Walker to conduct a three (3) day process in which he studied the Downtown, held several meetings to gain
stakeholder input, and provided a technical memorandum with a set of recommendations. Since then, TDDA has
enjoyed considerable success with Downtown revitalization, at least in part, because of their ability to hire a fulltime director. TDDA has again brought back Phil Walker for a four (4) year “check-up” entailing the following key
tasks:
Project Approach
Task 1.0: Preparation Work
The purpose of this initial task was to fully educate the Consultant on the issues related to Downtown Tryon.
Because of the Consultant’s previous experience in Tryon, this effort focused particularly on what had transpired
since 2015. This task included the following:



Assemble & Review Information
Conference Call with TDDA

Task 2.0: Public Input Trip
The Consultant traveled to Tryon for a two (2) day trip to conduct the following tasks:







Meeting with TDDA Representatives
Stakeholder Meetings
o General stakeholders
o Downtown property owners and real estate representatives
o Downtown business owners and operators
o Tourism and economic development representatives
o Public officials
Public Forum – including a charrette-style planning session conducted by participants
Follow-Up Field Work
Wrap-Up Lunch Meeting with TDDA Representatives

Task 3.0: Report Preparation
Once the concise draft report was prepared by the Consultant, it was reviewed by TDDA and recommendations
were provided to the Consultant for requested final revisions.
Why Downtown is Important
When considering the revitalization of any historic downtown, it is always useful to remind ourselves why
downtowns are so important. Below is summary of the importance of Downtown Tryon:






This is where much of Tryon’s history occurred.
Downtown is the cultural center of Tryon.
Downtown Tryon is owned by everyone.
Downtown is the “Smartest Growth” in Tryon.
Downtown Tryon is your postcard location.

Observations
The following are some broad observations regarding the current condition of Downtown Tryon. They were
presented as part of the Public Forum.
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Physical Characteristics

Overall Downtown Layout
• It has a challenging linear configuration due to the one-sided nature of the key spine for Downtown - Trade
Street - because of the rail line.
• The shallow depth of the key blocks results in Palmer Street functioning somewhat like an alley.
Buildings
• The segment of Trade Street southeast of Maple Street consists of primarily two-story buildings with strong
historic character.
• The segment of Trade Street northwest of Maple Street consists of primarily one-story buildings without
strong historic character.
• The blocks west of the railroad tracks feature a diverse mix of building types and uses, including residential,
office, and institutional (churches, arts center, PO, etc.).
Streets & Streetscapes
• Trade Street was recently repaved and the phased streetscape redevelopment was completed in 2018. The
addition of pedestrian bulbs at street intersections and street cross-walks with specialty paving were
particularly important improvements.
• Other Downtown streets have sidewalks that, for the most part, are adequate. However, they are older and
lack key pedestrian features, such as pedestrian bulbs and crosswalks at intersection. The exception to this
rule is a few new segments of streetscape on Oak, Pacolet, and a few other streets, but substantial gaps in the
streetscape remain along Palmer Street.
Parking
• There is a substantial amount on-street parking on Trade Street and elsewhere. It should be available for
customers, as opposed to Downtown employees. There is a limited amount of signage regulating for user
turnover, but it is not enforced by the Town.
• There is a substantial amount of parking via parking lots along Palmer, but it needs more prominent
directional signage, as well as landscaping and lighting. Parking lots should be available primarily to
Downtown employees and Downtown’s few residents.
Public Spaces
• Downtown’s primary existing public spaces include: the plaza at the corner of Trade and Maple, the Nina
Simone Plaza, the Tryon Fine Arts Center amphitheater, Park on Trade, Depot Garden, Rogers Park, and the
Depot Plaza.
• Key public spaces located outside of Downtown include: Harmon Field, Woodland Park, and Ziglar Field.
• Given the small size of Downtown Tryon and the parks located elsewhere in Tryon, Downtown does not seem
to miss a green space.
Economic Characteristics
Existing Uses / Businesses
The following lists are not intended to be complete, but is instead a representative list of some key uses and
businesses:






Institutional Uses: Town Hall, Post Office, Fine Arts Center, multiple churches
Dining: Huckleberry’s, Lavender Bistro, Buck’s Pizza, Harper Eatery & Pub, LaGaule, McGourty’s Pub, The
Tryon Creamery, Sidestreet Pizza & Pasta, Katie D’s NY Bagels & Deli
Retail & Services: specialty retail, general retail, medical offices, real estate, etc.
Other Uses: theatre, art studios, nursing home, event space, etc.
Potential New Uses / Businesses (identified by TDDA as having potential demand): clothing store (perhaps a
consignment store) outdoor/cycling, pharmacy, general store, wine bar, and breakfast restaurant

Relative to most downtowns its size, Downtown Tryon has a highly diversified mix of uses and business types.
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Plans & Policies
Primary Plans
Below are the key plans relevant to Downtown Tryon prepared over the past decade:
•
•
•
•
•

Business & Development Plan: prepared by the North Carolina Small Town Main Street Program in 2008.
Downtown Masterplan & Streetscape Plan: prepared by consultants as primarily a design plan in 2009.
Town Strategic Plan: prepared in-house by the Town in 2010 as a town-wide plan.
Palmer Street Development Study: a small area design plan prepared by consultants in 2012.
A Strategy for Downtown Tryon (2015): a very general report of recommendation prepared by a consultant in
2015 based upon public engagement and a single trip to Tryon.

Primary Policies
• The Central Business (CB) zoning district has the following standards:
o Upper floor housing and some live/work buildings are allowed (with certain restrictions).
o Prohibited uses include governmental uses, lodging and convenience stores (even without gas pumps).
o There are no lot size or building setback requirements, but there is a 30 ft. building height limit.
o Off-street parking is not required within this district.
• The Transitional Business zoning district (TBD) is similar to the CB district, but it is slightly more autooriented.
• The Historic Area Overlay District is in the zoning ordinance, but it has never been implemented through the
designation of a local historic district and a functioning design review board. Regardless, some of the key
ordinance provisions include:
o The design guidelines to implement the ordinance consist of the very general federal standards rather than
specific guidelines that are specific to Downtown Tryon.
o While the ordinance does no completely deny the demolition of buildings, it can be stalled for up to a year.
Achievements Since 2015
TDDA has had numerous accomplishments since 2015. Below is a summary of the key achievements organized in
accordance with the Main Street program’s “Four Points:”
Organization
TDDA has been receiving $25,000 to $28,000 annually from the Polk County Community Foundation for
operational support. However, it is not a given that TDDA will continue to receive such funding annually, as the
organization has to reapply annually.
 The Town now gives TDDA $15,000 annually for operational support.
 Remaining TDDA funds not from the Community Foundation and the Town come from membership dues and
fundraising efforts.
 Board membership has remained relatively consistent, although not all members have been very engaged in the
completion of projects.


Design
Although a local historic district was established by the Town in 2015 as an overlay zone within its zoning
ordinance, it has yet to be implemented through the designation of a district and the activation of a design
review body to regulate development. A National Register Historic District was successfully designated for
Downtown in December of 2015.
 The Trade Street streetscape redevelopment project was completed in 2018 and the street itself was repaved.
 The Missildines historic rehabilitation project, involving three adjoining buildings on Trade Street, was
completed and the buildings are now occupied. This project was the recipient of a Main Street program award.
 Flowers, gardens and beds were overhauled in 2018 for the World Equestrian Games. New planters were also
part of the streetscape project.
 The main structure at Stott’s Ford underwent a complete façade renovation.
 The Town’s new Public Art Advisory Committee was formed in 2019 and is currently working on a public art
plan.
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Major renovations by the Tryon Garden Club and Green Blades Garden Club for the Depot Garden and Park on
Trade.

Economic Vitality
Market Analysis and Business Recruitment documents were created.
 Two businesses relocated to expanded and improved spaces in the Missildines development (Nest Artisan
Market and Tryon Bottle).
 New businesses/uses at Missildines include:
o Tryon Toymakers
o Carolina Confections chocolates
o DuJour grab and go food
o Mills Mosseller Rug studio
o Harper Eatery and Pub
o Three upper floor condos
 Other new, expanded and/or improved businesses/uses include:
o A Taste of Olives and Grapes
o Café La Gaule (recently closed for a month)
o Katie D’s NY Bagels
o Huckleberry’s
o Custom Workroom Tech Center (brings lots of students spending $)
o Tryon Creamery
o The Carriage Shop
o Tryon Theatre
o Bret Auston Flower Shop


Promotion
TDDA started the “4th Friday” events in 2018, which has been very successful and continues to grow.
Tryon has increased its advertising in equestrian publications.
Promotional pieces have been developed, including:
o Map and flyer of Downtown businesses
o Audio tours of Nina Simone and horse country produced by the Town Tourism Board
 TDDA started the “Farm to Trade” dining event in 2016.
 TDDA held a “Horse Heritage Week” parade that will continue.
 The Tryon Historical Museum received funding to be the community’s official Visitors Center, and it has docent
volunteers who serve several days per week.




Public Forum Results
As noted previously under “Project Approach,” a public forum was held on July 29, 2019, featuring a charrettestyle planning session conducted by participants. Following a presentation by the Consultant on existing
conditions and similar issues, members of the public were split into nine (9) different teams to generate their own
plans on base maps of the Downtown. Below is a brief summary of some of the primary ideas by each team:
Team #1
Convert the abandoned rail line paralleling Trade Street into a greenway via a “Rails to Trails” project through
town.
 Develop condos and a hotel on Palmer Street at the Town’s maintenance shed property.
 Develop public restrooms at John Garguilo’s parking lot on Trade Street.
 Improve Palmer Street with sidewalks and streetscape enhancements.
 Open a Fresh Market somewhere Downtown.
 Develop or rehabilitate buildings with more service-oriented businesses.
 Convert the Bank of America building into condos.
 Expand the car wash.
 Create a dog park on Howard Street.
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Team #2
 Install a sign by the clock tower that directs people up the adjacent stairs to the depot and other uses on the
west side of the railroad tracks.
 Install hand railings on Maple and Oak Streets to help people get up and down the hill accessing Trade Street.
 Provide lighting in the parking lot behind McGourty’s.
 Provide lighting at the embankment across the street from businesses on Trade Street.
 Establish shops that draw young mothers to Downtown.
 Reinforce the Tryon Arts and Crafts School presence in Downtown.
Team #3
Construct a walking path from Downtown to Harmon Field.
Construct a walking path to the cemetery and the Nina Simone House.
Construct a walking path from Downtown to the Vaughn Creek Greenway.
Construct a walking path from Woodland Park to Melrose Avenue.
Develop public restrooms somewhere Downtown.
Develop a ramp at the clock tower.
Create more housing throughout Downtown (specific places were indicated on their map).
Transform the property below the elementary school (TLT property) into townhomes.










Team #4
Make a stronger connection between Downtown and White Oak Manor.
Develop John Garguilo’s parking lot on Trade Street with green space on top and parking below.
Let new businesses do “pop-up retail” in Downtown’s empty building spaces.
Nonprofits in Tryon should be coordinating on similar topics.
The museum should do a podcast walking tour.
Establish a microbrewery in Downtown Tryon.
Pursue a rails-to-trails project.
Create a map of walking paths/trails from Tryon’s neighborhoods to Downtown.










Team #5
Instead of starting a farmers’ market, Downtown needs to establish an artisan’s market to play to Tryon’s
strengths.
 A literary festival should be established in Downtown Tryon.
 Downtown should be a check point on the Toy Run.
 Downtown needs a general store.
 More street trees should be planted Downtown to create more shade.
 Downtown needs to identify potential residential use locations and develop a playground.
 Residential and mixed-use properties are needed.
 Provide public restrooms.
 Utilize Downtown’s empty storefronts by working artists and display their work.


Team #6
Transform the rail line through Downtown into a greenway via a “Rails to Trails” project.
Develop a trail system connecting Downtown to Harmon Field.
A trolley should be established connecting Landrum, Tryon and Saluda.
Improve the rear of buildings.
Paint murals on the unattractive Burrell’s tanks on New Market Road near Trade Street.
Loft style residences should be created in Downtown’s second floors.
A soda fountain is needed at Owen’s Pharmacy.
New potential businesses include a butcher/ gourmet seafood shop, a barber shop and a yarn shop.
Provide mixed-use development.
A music/brewery venue with outdoor space should occur at Garguilo’s parking lot on Trade Street.
A bike rental business should be established to compliment the existing and future trails.













Team #7
Improve accessibility for Downtown visitors so that it is easier to move around Downtown.
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Shop owners need to stop parking on Trade Street so on-street parking is available for customers.
Get involved with the County to install signage to guide people to Downtown Tryon.
More advertising should occur for Downtown Tryon, including radio ads in Landrum.
Install handrails along steep segments of sidewalks, such as Oak and Maple Streets.
Provide to new residents and businesses welcome packets promoting Downtown.
Provide better parking signage and lighting.
Provide transit drops around town.

Team #8
Open a general store in Downtown.
Lobby the State to establish a western office for the North Carolina School for the Arts.
Convert the Bank of America building into condos.
Establish an FR8 yard type business at the TLT property.
Open new businesses such as the Willy Taco (Spartanburg, SC) and the White Duck Taco Shop (Ashville,
Greenville, etc.).
 Develop restrooms on the empty lot located across Trade Street from Nina Simone Plaza.
 Develop housing for students.
 Walking trails should be developed along Vaughn Creek.
 Trails should be developed behind Sidestreet Pizza & Pasta (part of a “Rails to Trails” project).






Team #9
 More shade is needed Downtown.
 Develop a Downtown playground.
 Establish a Whole Foods type of grocery store Downtown.
 Develop affordable homes for younger adults in and around Downtown Tryon.
 Come up with an idea to put something in the windows of vacant storefronts.
 Find out why businesses that have closed Downtown have failed.
 Visually connect North and South Trade Streets.
 Improve the visual connection between Downtown and Rogers Park.
 Tryon needs identity.
 Pursue a rails-to-trails project.

The public workshop essentially “deputized” citizens to become planners in mapping out Downtown’s future.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

As was pointed out in the 2015 recommendations for Downtown Tryon, downtowns are multi-faceted and
complex. A vivid analogy is a fragile natural ecosystem in which any change creates a ripple effect impacting
everything else. Furthermore, physical improvements alone will not bring long-term health to a Downtown
Tryon. Consequently, the National Trust for Historic Preservation’s Main Street America program established
long ago their “Four Point Approach” to downtown revitalization. Rooted in historic preservation as the
common thread, the four points include: Organization, Design, Economic Vitality, and Promotion. These same
four points are utilized below to organize the following recommendations for Downtown Tryon.
Also, some of the following recommendations are identical to the 2015 recommendations for those challenges
not yet resolved. In other instances, those earlier recommendations have either been adjusted to responsd to
current circumstances or have been eliminated altogether because they have been implemented or are no longer
relevant for other reasons. Finally, many of the ideas below are new since the 2015 effort.
Organization
Perhaps the most significant change that has occurred since 2015 is that TDDA has hired a full-time Executive
Director. That achievement was the top ranked recommendation in 2015 and its successful implementation,
according to most Downtown stakeholders, has yielded tremendous dividends for Downtown Tryon. Other
current recommendations include the following:
O-1)

O-2)

Enhance the Effectiveness of TDDA Board Members
One recent accomplishment for this objective was the “right sizing” of the Board by reducing it from 21
members to 13 members, resulting in a more efficient and effective Board. Also, new Board members
receive orientation materials from the state Main Street program, which is helpful. Other approaches to
continue improving the Board’s effectiveness include the following:


Continue to encourage attendance of Board members at state and regional conferences, such as those
sponsored by the Main Street program and AARP. This idea may require TDDA subsidizing their
expenses (registration & travel) if at all possible.



Regularly share Main Street materials with Board members, such as relevant articles and downtown
“success story” case studies.



Utilize the services of relevant organizations for Board development training, such as the North Carolina
Center for Nonprofits.



Create a step‐by‐step work plan that guides the Board and their work. This work plan should be drafted
by the Executive Director (working closely with the Board officers), and approved by the full Board.

Increase TDDA General Membership
At its peak, the TDDA had 300 members, but by 2015 it had only approximately 40 members. Need to
know and indicate if numbers are much higher now. Expanded membership provides numerous benefits
to the organization, including dues revenues, more people to serve on committees, and to get more work
done. Thus, it is recommended that the TDDA aggressively recruit new members as follows:


Initiate a promotional campaign for increased TDDA membership on a broad level by utilizing email, press
releases, and social media. Brochures to join TDDA should also be provided to all businesses to have
available to hand out to potential new members.



Initiate a targeted TDDA membership recruitment effort. Request each Board member to prepare a list of
candidates to target for joining TDDA. Once the list of candidates is prepared, determine which Board
members have the best relationship with each targeted candidate, and assign them those candidates to
contact directly (phone calls, lunch meetings, etc.).



Expand the social facet of TDDA membership. Increase the frequency of social occasions for TDDA
members (as opposed to large events for the general public) to increase the feeling of comradery and to
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convey a sense that not being involved with TDDA is “missing out” socially. An example occasion might
be a monthly “happy hour” rotating at various Downtown restaurants where the TDDA leadership
provides a brief update on the program’s activities, as well as more formal social events. Formal dinners
are another potential idea. One source of potential funding already identified for these types of activities
is the Community Foundation.
O-3)

O-4)

Leverage the Potential Contributions of TDDA Members
A primarily goal of expanding TDDA’s membership is to have a larger talent pool to draw from.
Recommendations for better leveraging members include the following:


Develop a more robust committee system than currently exists. Organize efforts to maximize board
participation and go away from general committees to project-based committees. While Main Street
programs historically structured committees based on the “four points” (organization, design, economic
vitality, promotion), that practice has shifted in recent years. Instead, committees are now being based
more and more on very specific issues. For example, a committee might be established with a sole focus
on developing more housing, and that topic may have aspects that relate directly to one or more of the
“four points.”



Committee members should continue to extend beyond the Board membership and should include a
combination of Board members and the general TDDA membership. The need for participation by
people who are not on the Board is another reason to grow TDDA membership per recommendation #O2.



Committees should be “working committees” that require minimal support from TDDA staff and avoid
time-consuming staff chores such as drafting detailed meeting minutes. While generating additional
work for TDDA staff will be an unavoidable byproduct of a more robust committee system, this potential
impact should be kept in mind.



Committees should be driven by this report’s top priority recommendations and should be ad hoc.
Examples of potential committee focuses might include Sustainable Funding for TDDA and Business
Recruitment. Once the objectives of a particular committee are realized, they should be ended and
replaced by a committee focused on a new topic.

Achieve Sustainable Funding for TDDA
It is always best when multiple dependable funding sources can be secured, as membership dues, grants
and profits from special events are never sufficient to fund a Main Street program. The current funding
structure is not a certainty to achieve the needed $100,000 annual budget. Community Foundation
funding for TDDA’s operational expenses is year-by-year. Recommendations for more sustainable funding
include:


Lobby the Town government to increase its current support of $15,000 annually. Prior to the 2015
planning effort for Downtown, there was no Town funding, so the current support is a substantial
accomplishment. However, city governments are typically the primary funder for downtown
revitalization programs such as a Main Street program, so an increase in the annual amount the Town
contributes would go far in financially stabilizing TDDA. A key point to make with the Town is that a
more vibrant Downtown will result in more tax revenue for the Town government, in addition to
enhancing the community’s overall image.



Continue to pursue Polk County Community Foundation funding. TDDA is extremely fortunate to be
receiving $25,000 to $28,000 annually from the Foundation. However, if greater funding from Town can
be secured for TDDA’s operational expenses, it can pursue more project-driven funding. Even projectoriented grants from the Foundation can include covering administrative fees.



Explore the potential to create a Special Tax District to help fund TDDA. Referred to in North Carolina as a
Municipal Service District (MSD), it does not require a referendum of property owners, as in many states.
However, it would require formal support from the Town to help secure the required approval by the
State. Town support will clearly be based upon substantial support from effected property owners.
Depending upon the MSD boundaries and a rate of 10 cents per $100 of property valuation, it has been
preliminarily projected by TDDA that an MSD would raise an additional $17,000 to $24,000 annually.
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Since the IGA Supermarket on the south end and Stott’s Ford on the north would be major stakeholders,
their level of support might dictate the specific boundaries on either end. Details on the numbers are
available on page 17 of TDDA’s document entitled “Business Development Plan & Market Analysis”
(2017). Even an MSD’s successful establishment would still leave a need for private donations to be
raised as part of TDDA’s annual funding. If an MSD is explored further, it should first be determined
whether TDDA would become perceived as a bureaucratic taxing authority that might negatively impact
organization’s private fundraising efforts. It is estimated that more than half of the state’s Main Street
communities utilize MSDs for funding, including Brevard and Hendersonville. Thus, there are plenty of
specific models to study in the region.
O-5)

Create a Targeted Approach to Engage Elected Officials
The previous recommendation addresses increasing engagement with local officials, such as lobbying the
Town government for increased funding of TDDA. However, this recommendation is aimed more at the
state and federal levels. In fact, now that Polk County has a Representative in the state legislature for the
first time in over twenty years, a new opportunity presents itself to strengthen TDDA’s relationship at that
level of government. Elected officials should be included on all emails sent to TDDA’s general membership
to keep Downtown Tryon on their radar screen, and “lobbying day” opportunities in Raleigh should be
leveraged when available. TDDA’s leadership should also send a special invitation to officials for key
events, and at least annually schedule meetings with state and federal level elected officials.

Design
Within the context of downtown revitalization, “design” entails a wide range of physical planning topics, including
urban design, mobility, parking, streetscapes and buildings.
D-1)

D-2)

Extend Streetscape Improvements Beyond Trade Street and Explore Opportunities for Street Trees
Since 2015, most of the streetscape recommendations contained in the Town’s 2009 streetscape master
plan have been completed, so that issue is no longer a focus for Trade Street. While streetscape should not
be a top priority at this point, the following recommendations are offered:


Extend streetscapes improvements from Trade Street northeast along Maple and Oak to Palmer Street, as
well as on Maple and Pacolet Streets. Streetscape features should be similar to those found on Trade,
including new sidewalks, pedestrian-scale streetlights, and pedestrian bulbs and crosswalks at
intersections. On-street parking should be retained.



Increase the pedestrian safety of Oak, Maple and Pacolet Streets. Even though the majority of White Oak
Manor residents cannot make the walk along Oak Street to Trade Street, the installation of a railing on
the east side of Oak Street will make it accessible for at least some of the residents.



Explore opportunities to add street trees to Trade Street. Street trees would provide shade during warmer
months and aesthetic and environmental value year-round. At present, trees are limited primarily to the
street corners per the recent streetscape improvements. Although this concept was likely investigated
during previous streetscape planning, there may be a way to combine small island projections between
parking stalls in combination with tree grates that could accommodate trees without losing parking
spaces.

Introduce Public Art into Downtown Tryon
Tryon’s rich tradition of art makes it a natural to follow the lead of many other communities across the
country. In fact, Tryon’s experience with public art goes back to 1928 when the first Morris the Horse, an
oversized toy wooden horse, was first installed Downtown. The current version is the fifth one in a long
tradition. The Town’s new Public Art Advisory Committee was formed in 2019 and is currently working
on a public art plan. This report will defer to the committee’s plan, but the following ideas are offered in
the meantime:


Coordinate any future public art with the branding themes suggested in recommendation P‐1. One
example of public art might be statues located at key street corners where there is ample space to
accommodate them without infringing on needed pedestrian space.
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D-3)

D-4)

Paint murals on the Burrell’s tanks on New Market Road near Trade Street. This idea was generated
during the public forum conducted as part of this project. The theme utilized for the mural should be
consistent with recommendation P-1. The murals should go through the approval process established
by the Public Art Advisory Committee, which TDDA administers in partnership with the Town.

Maximize Parking in Downtown Tryon
Based on statistics from 2015, and assuming not much has changed since then, approximately 215 onstreet parking spaces currently exist in Downtown. Likewise, roughly 120 off-street spaces exist. The
single greatest problem with parking at present is the habit of Downtown employees parking on-street.
Recommendations for parking include the following:


Encourage or regulate so that on‐street parking is available only for customers visiting Downtown.
Whether it is a voluntary approach overseen by TDDA or a regulatory approach overseen by the Town,
parking turnover should occur by limiting the duration to three (3) hours. If regulated by the Town,
warning tickets might be issued during the first few months, and parking meters are not recommended
as part of this recommendation. Provide directional signage to existing parking lots.



Enhance the existing parking areas behind the buildings fronting Trade Street. These areas should be
reserved for Downtown employees and residents, and enhancements should include landscaping,
lighting, and parking stall paint-striping.

Treat Palmer as a Street at Intersections and an Alley Elsewhere
The shallow depth between Trade Street and Palmer Street only allows space for the existing buildings
fronting Trade and some rear parking (see photo below). Since there is insufficient space for infill
development to occur on Palmer, it should (for the most part) continue to function as an alley.


Continue efforts to move garbage pick‐up to less visible locations off of Trade Street. While this issue has
been improved upon in recent years, the buildings from Missildines to New Market Street have no rear
access. Thus, options should continue to be explored.



Palmer should be physically enhanced with street trees and sidewalks where needed. In addition to the
intersections noted previously as part of recommendation D-1, improvements might occur where the
few existing uses/businesses front onto Palmer Street.



Revisit the 2012 charrette designs for Palmer Street. Those designs included redevelopment of the City’s
public works property on the northwest corner of Palmer and Maple Streets, including enhanced
streetscapes in that area.

This aerial photo illustrates the narrow proportions of Downtown’s primary blocks.
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D-5)

D-6)

D-7)

D-8)

Expand the Existing Greenway System for more Connectivity to Downtown
The Vaugh Creek Greenway was planned by the Tryon Parks Committee prior to 2015, and a segment of it
has been developed from just southwest of Ziglar Field to a point just north of the railroad line.
Recommendations for expanding the system include the following:


Enthusiastically support the forthcoming Tryon Bike/Ped Plan. It will be released by the Isothermal
Planning & Development Commission (IPDC) in the near future, and TDDA’s efforts on greenways,
sidewalks, and paths should be in lock-step with this plan. All of the key projects included in the plan
will have the potential for NC-DOT funding.



Prioritize planned greenway segments that entail direct connections with Downtown. An emphasis for
planning has been to provide greater linkage with sites such as Tryon’s various parks. Those segments
connecting with Downtown should be most strongly advocated by TDDA. The Community Foundation
has indicated that this type of project might have potential funding through them. Likewise, the hospital
has been cited as a potential partner given the health benefits of greenways.

Utilize a Golf Cart and Trolley for Specific Situations
Many stakeholders interviewed believe there are opportunities to get more people to Downtown Tryon
that are not being leveraged, as follows:


Utilize a golf cart to transport White Oak Manor residents to Trade Street’s dining and shopping
opportunities. This approach might include a partnership between the Town and White Oak Manor in
which one entity purchases and maintains a golf cart while the other provides the driver. White Oak
Manor has 300 residents and reportedly a three-year waiting list to get in. Given such a high level of
demand, their motivation to spend money on resident amenities will be limited, so the Town and TDDA
will need to take a strong lead on this idea.



Utilize a trolley to transport people from special event venues around town. A free or inexpensive ride
from an outlying event site to Downtown Tryon could be appealing to many visitors and economically
valuable for Downtown’s businesses.

Animate Vacant Storefronts with Window Displays and Pop-Up Retail
Empty storefronts are currently relatively limited, but even a few cast a negative image onto Downtown
Tryon. The following two concepts need exploration, but would require property owner willingness and
orchestration by the TDDA:


Install window displays in vacant storefronts to market other businesses and/or showcase art. Some
downtowns have used empty storefronts to create attractive window displays with merchandise from
other downtown businesses. This approach includes small signage promoting those relevant businesses.
Similarly, the work of local artists can be used to enhance vacant storefront windows.



Explore the establishment of a pop‐up retail program for vacant ground floor space. Formal pop-up retail
programs are not easy to establish and manage, but several good models exist (including the Downtown
Memphis Commission). Such a program would require habitable climate-controlled space, and the
businesses being tested would typically operate in the space for a month or so.

Implement the Local Historic Overlay District that Exists in the Zoning Ordinance
Historic buildings are the “brand” for Downtown Tryon and are a critical facet of its identity and character.
They are one of the reasons that people find the Downtown appealing. While Tryon has been fortunate to
have well-designed rehabilitation projects such as the Missildine’s property on Trade Street, the
Downtown should not have to rely on good luck in that regard. Thus, protecting their survival and
architectural integrity is important, as is the assurance that future new “infill” buildings are compatible.
The Town has already adopted Article 6.1 of the zoning ordinance creating a historic overlay district, so the
only steps still needed are the following:


Designate the historic overlay district to encompass as much of the historic Downtown as possible. The
segment of Trade Street from Maple to Palmer consists of one-story buildings lacking the same level of
architectural significance as the balance of Trade Street to the south. State enabling laws for historic
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zoning may dictate the criteria for delineating district boundaries and may require a minimum
percentage of “contributing” buildings. However, because the segment north of Maple is more
vulnerable to redevelopment than the balance of Trade Street due to their lack of strong character and
one-story scale, it is important that regulations be in place to insure compatible new infill development.


Pursue Certified Local Government (CLG) designation by the State Historic Preservation Office. CLG status
acknowledges that the Town has a comprehensive preservation program and makes special CLG grants
available for projects such are preparing historic district design guidelines.



Promote the availability of federal and state investment tax credits for historic building rehabilitations.
These tax credits are substantial and can be the difference between a viable rehabilitation project and
one that is not. In addition to the federal tax credits for income-producing properties, in January of 2016,
new North Carolina preservation tax credits took effect that provide credits for both income-producing
and non-income producing historic properties. These financial incentives should be vigorously
promoted by TDDA to applicable property owners.



Adopt design guidelines tailored to
Downtown Tryon. As currently
written in the zoning ordinance,
the criteria for evaluating
applications to the Historic
Preservation Commission are
those contained in the federal
Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards & Guidelines for
Rehabilitation. Because those
standards are so general, most
communities adopt their own
more specific standards. While
This sample design guidelines graphic is from another project led by
this recommendation is not critical
The
Walker Collaborative.
in the short term relative to the
other recommendations for this
topic, it should be an objective at some point. Also, design guidelines should avoid regulating paint
colors (somewhat subjective and very reversible), and they should allow small-scale non-blinking
neon signs in storefronts indicating if a business is open or closed.

Sample New Buildings Compatible with Downtown Tryon
As conveyed in the 2015 report, these sample buildings can still serve as models for Downtown Tryon.
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Economic Vitality
While many Downtown topics can be linked to economic vitality, this subject focuses particularly on the market
conditions for Downtown Tryon, the optimal tenant mix, business development, and incentives for Downtown.
Relative to 2015, great strides have been made in TDDA’s efforts related to economic vitality. The following
recommendations are offered:
E-1)

E-2)

Update TDDA’s Existing Business Development Documents
One of the clear advantages of having a full-time Executive Director for TDDA has been the preparation of
these important documents. Recommendations include:


Update the Business Development Plan & Market Analysis. Prepared by TDDA in January of 2017, this
excellent document applies the Main Street methodology to utilize both observations and available
economic and market data to pursue the economic vitality objectives of the program. While it is not
substantially out of date, it should be updated within the near future.



Update the “Doing Business in Downtown Tryon” guide. This easy-to-use companion document to the one
noted above is the marketing piece used to recruit potential new businesses to Downtown Tryon. It can
be updated by simply providing new data generated by that document.



Consider utilizing an economist to develop an even more detailed market analysis and business
development strategy. The “in house” approach used so far to create it that has been very reasonable in
light of the size of the community and available financial resources, and the results have been useful.
However, hiring a professional economist who focuses solely on this type of work could be even more
beneficial and might be the kind of project funded by the Polk County Community Foundation. This
recommendation is certainly not critical in the big picture, but would be helpful if the funding could
become available.

Initiate a Proactive Business Development Campaign
Even if the current market analysis, business development plan, and “how to” guide cannot be updated in
the very near future, a recruitment campaign can still be initiated. Recommendations include:


Establish a business recruitment team to spearhead the effort. At a minimum, the team should include the
TDDA Executive Director, a TDDA Board member, and a Downtown business owner. Armed with the
“Doing Business in Downtown Tryon” guide, the team should target candidates to pursue. This
Downtown will obviously not have the traffic numbers and nearby “roof tops” to meet the criteria of
national or regional chains/franchises, and those types of generic businesses would not be desirable
even if it did. The best recruitment approach will be to identify locally-owned successful businesses in
the region consistent with the market analysis and see if they might be interested in opening another
business in Downtown Tryon.



Do not overlook the retention and expansion of existing businesses and uses. This principle is especially
relevant to those existing businesses that are consistent with the determined optimal tenant mix. It does
little good to land one new business if two existing desirable businesses close their doors, especially in
light of the recent announcement that the pharmacy will be closing. One existing use that is especially
important to retain is the post office. If that issue ever surfaces, TDDA should be prepared to make an
argument for relocating the mail distribution center component of it to another larger facility, while
keeping it functioning as a basic small-scale post office.



Develop and maintain an inventory of available building space. TDDA should conduct an inventory to
determine the locations and amount of available space. That inventory should also gather information
related to ownership, rental rates, utilities, and similar issues that will be important to prospective
tenants.



Coordinate efforts with property owners and leasing agents. These stakeholders are obviously critical to
achieving a successful business mix and should be involved with the business development campaign. In
particular, they can review and edit the information for their buildings in the inventory recommended
above. Also, they should be apprised of TDDA’s goal of filling ground floor spaces with the most active
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uses such as retail and dining, while reserving less active uses such as offices and housing for upper
floors.
E-3)

Determine Potential Niche Markets & Candidate Uses for Recruitment
Until related materials can be updated per recommendation E-1) above, the following niche markets and
candidate uses appear to have potential:


In addition to the general public, specific groups may have potential as primary niche markets to target for
Downtown Tryon:
o Equestrian – Tryon has a rich history as “horse country” and the area hosts an annual steeplechase
event. The new equestrian center being developed nearby will only increase this niche market.
o Art & Crafts – There are numerous talented local artists and galleries selling their work. Furthermore,
the community’s history of toy-making underscores the crafts aspect and can be built upon for
marketing purposes.
o Antiques – While the Downtown core lacks a critical mass of antique shops, there are several around
the Downtown’s periphery. They already constitute a critical mass that can make Tryon an antiquing
destination if aggressively marketed as such.
o Cyclists - Unfortunately, recent efforts to create designated bike lanes in and beyond Tryon met with
public resistance, but the achievement of an expanded greenway system not impacting roads could
encourage more cycling. Also, the area’s natural beauty can still draw cyclists, especially if the
Downtown accommodates them through bike racks and targeted marketing.
Also, one idea offered by a stakeholder was targeting college academics in the humanities to retire to
Tryon. Given Tryon’s history of an intellectual culture (artists, writers, etc.), he felt that the various
attributes of Tryon would have strong appeal to that particular community and it would be worth
developing an email list of candidates from various universities.



E-4)

Potential new commercial, lodging and housing uses for Downtown Tryon have been identified through
recent public input and/or the 2017 market analysis, and they include:
o Electronics and appliances store
o Clothing (including children’s clothing consignment store)
o Full-service restaurants
o Breakfast-oriented restaurant
o Micro-brewery
o Department Store (not including a discount store)
o Office supplies, stationery and gift store
o Family entertainment venue (bowling, game room, play area, etc.)
o Art supplies (the area has a relatively large number of artists)
o General store (like Mast GS)
o Bubba O’Leary’s (Chimney Rock) second location or like business in Tryon (outdoor clothing,
clothing/gifts highlighting Tryon/Blue Ridge Mountains, Equestrian and Arts, etc.)
o Pharmacy
o Wine Bar
o Lodging, which might be combined with one or more new housing developments
o Housing within the limited amount of vacant upper floor space and in potential new buildings

Expand TDDA’s Centralized Retail Management (CRM) Strategies
This is the same strategy that suburban shopping malls utilize, but they can achieve CRM much easier than
downtowns because they are under the operation of a single manager and tenants sign leases that agree to
many of the practices. Approaches to CRM include:


Utilize a single Downtown logo (featuring Morris the horse) for all promotion of Downtown Tryon,
including shopping bags of individual stores.



Orchestrate joint advertising among the various businesses willing to participate, which is another
opportunity to utilize the Downtown logo.
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E-5)

Experiment with extended and consistent days and hours of operation. Businesses that are willing to be
open on Sundays – a key retail day – might choose to close on a weekday such as Tuesday or Wednesday.
Rather than attempting to stay open later on all days, TDDA might select a particular night of each week
and it might be tied to a regular evening event, such as a show at the theatre. In Tryon, extended days
and hours of operation are unlikely to be effective from January through March. However, once an
evening is selected for extended hours, it is important that as many businesses owners as possible go
along with it. They will need to stick with those extended hours for at least six months for the market to
catch on. This approach reportedly took a year to turn things around for Downtown Wadesboro.

Make New Infill Development a Goal After Filling Existing Buildings
Filling existing building space should be the top priority for the TDDA over the development of new
buildings. However, as existing space is filled, the need for new buildings will grow. As was the case in
2015, potential locations for new buildings include the following areas:




A few scattered vacant lots along the east side of Trade Street
North side of Pacolet Street
Maple and Oak Streets

Below a map highlighting key infill sites.



The Town‐owned former Public Works property is the most viable site for infill development. The ultimate
solution may call for the Town to actively market the property through a request for proposals (RFP)
process targeting developers. Key information on this property includes:
o Location: Northwest corner of Maple and Palmer Streets
o Owner: Town
o Status: For sale (the appraised value is $188,000, which does not account for the cost to the Town to
relocate)
o Potential Use: Hotel and/or high-density housing (multi-family buildings and/or townhouses)
o Issues: Needs a phase 2 environmental assessment based upon past uses, which might include the
Town taking on liability and conducting environmental remediation to make the property more
attractive to future investors.
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E-6)

Consider a “Carrots and Sticks” Approach to Properties Needing Investment
To motivate the private sector into participating in the Downtown’s revitalization, TDDA and the Town
should consider employing a “carrots and sticks” (incentives and disincentives) strategy:


Utilize sufficient code enforcement with unutilized and underutilized buildings. An issue voiced in several
of the stakeholder meetings both recently and in 2015 is that there are a few properties in which the
owners appear to not be marketing their properties. This situation is clearly harmful to the Downtown.
While the Town may not want to be overly aggressive in dealing with such owners, it should not be shy
about ensuring that any building codes violations are strongly enforced. Having to address codes issues
could be one motivation for owners to sell or lease their properties.



Develop and promote incentives for Downtown properties. Below is a summary of existing incentives to
leverage and new ones to consider:
o Federal and State Investment Tax Credits – Promote the investment tax credit programs for historic
building rehabilitations. The Town’s success in achieving National Register district designation in
2015 should make it easier for owners of “contributing” properties to take advantage of the credits for
qualified rehabilitations.
o TDDA Façade Grants Program – The Town’s primary existing incentive for building rehabilitation
projects is a 50% matching grant up to $1,000. Funding availability depends upon the business and
project type. That relatively low level of financial support is insufficient to trigger any substantial
projects, but it will help owners seeking cosmetic enhancements, such as painting and signage.
o Property Tax Abatement - To attract new businesses and development to Downtown Tryon, the Town
should consider some type of substantial financial incentives. A variety of incentive types should be
explored, although some available in many locales outside of North Carolina might be limited by state
laws. One potential incentive that is permitted in North Carolina is a property tax abatement in which
the assessed value of a property is frozen for a specific duration (5 years is a common period) to avoid
a property improvement project from increasing the owner’s tax burden. If pursued, the Town should
consider limiting financial incentives to specific uses considered highly desirable for Downtown, such
as dining, housing, and lodging.

Promotion
Because Downtown promotion may be TDDA’s single greatest strength, especially with respect to special events,
there are only a few recommendations offered here. A related recommendation already provided under the
“Design” category (D-6) is the idea of providing a shuttle link between Downtown and major events elsewhere in
the community.
P-1) Clearly Define Downtown Tryon’s Brand
To distinguish itself from other neighboring communities, it is important that Tryon convey a clear and
simple identify. The brand for the overall community and Downtown Tryon can be one in the same.


The three strongest inherent identities for Tryon are Equestrian, Arts & Crafts, and Nature. The latter
identity is also connected with the fact that the community has been known as a resort area for many
years, although that concept is not necessarily as easy to convey in a simple “sound bite” or graphic as the
others.



Consistently utilize the same logo for all of the branding associated
with Downtown Tryon. Fortunately, the Morris the horse logo
clearly embodies both the equestrian and arts & craft themes (see
image at right), but it does not capture the nature theme. A single
logo conveying all three of those themes may be a challenge.

P-2) Improve Downtown’s Web-Based Presence
TDDA has a website under the address of “downtowntryon.org,” but it is not easy to find on the internet.
TDDA also wisely has a Facebook page and presence with other social media.
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Enhance the ability to find the website via search engines. Work with either a volunteer who is internet
savvy or hire a professional to resolve the current search engine challenges.

P-3) Promote Downtown Tryon with Signage Outside of Tryon
In this instance, signage to promote Downtown Tryon could be in the form of billboards and cultural
signs, as follows:


Rent one or more billboards at high‐profile locations within the region. The community previously paid
$1,250 monthly for a billboard that promoted Tryon and it reportedly was effective in improving
business. This same idea was supported by many in 2015 and was reiterated by stakeholders in meetings
for this 2019 project. The most recent quotes have been $1,600 monthly, plus a $1,000 setup fee. Buy-in
from the Downtown businesses should be generated to make this expenditure more attainable for the
Town’s Tourism Board. Logical locations for billboards might include:
o I‐26 south of Tryon (perhaps near Spartanburg)
o I‐26 north of Tryon (perhaps near Hendersonville or even Ashville)
o Hwy. 74 east of Tryon (near the new Tryon International Equestrian Center)
To avoid any confusion between the new equestrian center and its associated “village” from the authentic
community, the billboards might refer to “Historic Downtown Tryon.”



Secure the installation of one or more cultural signs for Downtown Tryon. These types of signs are typically
brown colored and installed in coordination with the state DOT. However, they require that the place
being promoted have some sort of genuine cultural facet rather than pure commercialism. Tryon’s
designated National Register Historic District would probably be the qualifying attribute for such a sign.
Unlike a billboard focused on a regional driving market, these signs are typically located within relative
proximity of the associated community. Polk County Tourism has been trying to get additional
wayfinding signage to direct visitors to all of the towns, but there are issues with NCDOT regarding
signage in rural areas. TDDA should continue to actively work with Polk County and NCDOT to make such
signage a possibility.

P-4) Establish an Arts and Craft Market in Downtown Tryon
This concept was generated via public input as part of this project. There is a belief that there are plenty
of existing farmers markets already in the region, but Tryon could underscore its arts and crafts tradition
with this particular type of market. In many respects, it would be managed and promoted similar to a
farmers’ market, but the vendors and products would be different.


Consider building a multi‐use pavilion at the site of the market. Even a simple open-aired gable-roofed
structure could be used for other events, such as performing arts and similar events.



Consider locating the market at the parking lot on the north end of Trade Street, just south of its
intersection with Palmer Street. This property is owned by John Garguilo and he has expressed a
willingness to explore this idea further.

P-5) Consider Piping Music into Downtown Through a Speaker System
This approach to making downtowns more lively and interesting has been utilized by many downtowns.
If considered by the TDDA, details might include the following:


Play Nina Simone music. As a Tryon native, her music would be the obvious choice to reinforce the
community’s artistic heritage.



Seek funding through the North Carolina Arts Council (NCAC) and other arts organizations. The NCAC
has helped to fund many similar projects throughout the state, such as the whirligig art park developed
a few years ago in Downtown Wilson.

P-6) Develop Downtown Restrooms
Although this recommendation could fit under various other topic categories, its tie to special events landed
it here. Other than restaurants that only allow paying customers to use their bathrooms, most Downtown
Tryon businesses preclude the use of their bathrooms for other than their employees. This issue is
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particularly problematic during special events. While porta cans are utilized for major events, the
availability of permanent public restrooms would help soften the cost of putting on Downtown events.


The Town would need to implement this idea. While this report has sought to think broadly about
responsible parties for implementation, this is a fundamental municipal service.



The location should be relatively central to Trade Street. The small vacant lot across from Nine Simone
Plaza would seem to be a good spot for restrooms to be built. However, that privately-owned site is a bit
too far south from the core of Downtown. Thus, a location on Oak or Maple within a block of Trade Street
would be more ideal.



A high level of maintenance would be a critical ongoing need. Unless public restrooms are well maintained
for cleanliness, their existence could be more of a negative than a positive for Downtown’s image.



Consider using high‐quality temporary restrooms as a test case to build public support. By leasing a very
high-quality temporary bathroom (complete with air conditioning, a sink, etc.) for a Downtown event, the
case might be made for permanent restrooms.



Consider combining public restrooms with a greenway trailhead. Federal transportation enhancement
funding might be able to fund restrooms in whole or part if there is a mobility connection here.

Black Mountain, North Carolina, is a community of less than 8,000 residents, but it has
a downtown public restroom.
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PRIORITIES

Top Tier Priorities
The recommendations portion of this report begin on page 7, and recommendations are organized consistent
with the Main Street “Four Point” approach. It is proposed that the top priorities for implementation consist of
all five (5) of the recommendations tied to Organization. Those recommendations, in summary, include the
following:
O-1)
O-2)
O-3)
O-4)
O-5)

Enhance the Effectiveness of TDDA Board Members
Increase TDDA General Membership
Leverage the Potential Contributions of TDDA Members
Achieve Sustainable Funding for TDDA
Create a Targeted Approach to Engage Elected Officials

The reasoning behind this focus on improving the TDDA organization as the starting point includes the
following:


Experience has shown a strong correlation between effective downtown entities and success with revitalization.
There are numerous success stories across the country of downtowns that either had no downtown entity or
one with very limited resources, only to turn things around with more resources. After a downtown
organization was established in communities such as Bryan (TX) and Clarksville (TN), for example, the
downtown revitalized relatively quickly. Similarly, once greater financial resources were provided to the
downtown entity in Pensacola (FL), it was able to become much more effective and eventually achieve true
success. Tryon itself is such an example in light of being able to hire a full-time Executive Director relative
to the TDDA’s previous effectiveness.



The organization‐related recommendations are “low hanging fruit” because they are inexpensive and can occur
quickly. Compared with many of the recommendations tied to the other downtown issues (design, economic
vitality and promotion), the organizational recommendations have very low costs. In fact, the primary
requirement will be “sweat equity” from TDDA staff and members. Not only are these recommendations
extremely cost-effective, but they can be achieved relatively quickly, allowing the organization to then move
on to more challenging tasks.



While recommendation O‐4 for sustainable funding is not urgent, the timing is good. At present, there appear
to be no immediate threats to the current funding sources for TDDA, which included the Community
Foundation, the Town government, grants, special events, and other fundraising efforts. Normally this
recommendation might be given a lower priority in sequencing relative to other recommendations.
However, based upon discussions with Town officials and others, there appears to be support for greater
funding from the Town and overall positive energy, so the timing may be good to proceed with this
recommendation. The objective is not to expand TDDA’s annual budget of roughly $100,000 within the near
future, but rather to adjust the ratio of funding sources.

Next Tier Priorities
The following priorities represent the most important recommendations to pursue within the very near
future, and they include the top few for each of the other three Main Street “points” (design, economic vitality,
and promotion).
Design Recommendations
Of the eight (8) recommendations under this topic area, the following are the top priorities in order of their
suggested sequencing:


D‐8) Implement the Local Historic Overlay District that Exists in the Zoning Ordinance
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This recommendation is the top priority among the design recommendations, as the entire Downtown
remains vulnerable to potential negative alterations to historic buildings, building demolitions, and
incompatible new development until protections can be put in place.


D‐3) Maximize Parking in Downtown Tryon
This recommendation may not seem very urgent since finding on-street parking is only a challenge at times,
so it does not appear to be a critical issue. However, the unknown is how often potential shoppers and diners
(particularly the elderly) may come Downtown, not be able to find a convenient parking space, and elect to
not visit Downtown Tryon. Even if it is not critical at present, it will become critical as Downtown revitalizes
further in the future. Also, this is very “low hanging fruit” given that it can be solved through a voluntary
program of employees parking in parking lots, which can be orchestrated by TDDA.



D‐7) Animate Vacant Storefronts with Window Displays and Pop‐Up Retail
The pop-up retail part of this recommendation is more complex and challenging to implement than the
simple animation of storefronts, so the storefront portion is what is being advocated here as a short-term
task. The key requirement is coordination between property owners and potential partners to create
displays, including Downtown businesses and non-profit entities (particularly arts organizations). Given the
recent announcement of the pharmacy closing, many stakeholders are concerned about the image that empty
storefronts might project onto Downtown, so this is a high-visibility issue at present.

Economic Restructuring Recommendations
Of the six (6) recommendations under this topic area, the following are the top priorities in order of their
suggested sequencing. They are also all tied specifically to business development:


E‐1) Update TDDA’s Existing Business Development Documents
This recommendation is the easiest to achieve and is something that TDDA has intended to do in the near
future. The key will be assembling the updated relevant data to update the market analysis / business
development plan and the “how to” guide. Since these two documents are important tools to get into the
hands of business owners being recruited to Downtown Tryon, they are a vital piece of the puzzle.



E‐3) Determine Potential Niche Markets & Candidate Uses for Recruitment
Until TDDA has a clearer picture of the potential markets and uses to recruit to Downtown Tryon, the
recruitment tools recommended above cannot be leveraged very effectively. This recommendation already
includes a list of the potential niche markets and candidate uses provided earlier in this report, so achieving it
will only require tweaking based upon the market analysis work to be completed via recommendation E-1.



E‐2) Initiate a Proactive Business Development Campaign
Once clarity occurs regarding the niche markets and candidate uses to recruit (E-3), and once the recruiting
tools are updated (E-1), the actual business development campaign can be triggered. As with the other
related recommendations, this one will not require any funding other than perhaps the printing of the
documents (market analysis / business development plan and the “how to” guide). It will rely, however, an
an army of volunteers supporting the TDDA Executive Director, which is just one more reason why the
organization-related recommendations should be the overall top priority.

Promotion Recommendations
Of the six (6) recommendations under this topic area, the following are the top priorities in order of their
suggested sequencing:


P‐1) Clearly Define Downtown Tryon’s Brand
If a person were to decide to become a political candidate for a public office, one of their first steps would be
to craft a concise “elevator speech” describing why they are running and their vision for the future. In
promoting a downtown, that same principle applies. A downtown’s identity needs to be conveyed within the
space of a bumper sticker. The brand for Downtown Tryon is already suggested in this report’s
recommendation and the proposed logo already exists. Thus, the only real need for this recommendation at
this point is to confirm a consensus on the suggested themes and to use the existing logo consistently.
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P‐2) Expand Downtown’s Web‐Based Presence
The two options proposed are to either develop an independent website for TDDA or to piggyback onto the
existing tourism website. While TDDA already has a Facebook presence and utilizes other forms of social
media, a conventional website needs to be added to that media mix. For either suggested scenario, this
recommendation will likely require minimal costs and might even be accomplished through donated or
reduced-fee time by a website designer.



P‐3) Promote Downtown Tryon with Signage Outside of Tryon
The two forms of signage recommended are billboards and brown-colored cultural site signs. Since there is
very little cost associated with the latter type of sign, yet approval and installation may take a while because
of governmental red tape, that idea should be pursued first. The billboard idea will require money, so once
the alternatives are narrowed regarding locations and costs, the funding source must be identified.

There are two additional promotion recommendations that are very important, but will take more time and
money than the three ideas listed above. Those recommendations include establishing an arts and craft market
in Downtown Tryon (P-4) and developing public restrooms (P-6). The market can be realized more quickly
than the restrooms since it can function on an interim basis (or even permanently) with temporary tents rather
than requiring a more permanent structure such as a pavilion.
An Optimal Approach
Create a Downtown Master Plan
It is hopeful that this report will be useful to TDDA, but it is based on only a few days of work by a single
consultant. It cannot substitute for the value that could be achieved with a full-blown plan created through
detailed analysis and meaningful public engagement by a team of experts. Such a plan would be comprehensive
in nature and developed by a multi-disciplinary team that could address all four of the Main Street “Four Points”
(organization, design, economic restructuring, and promotion). Depending upon the detailed scope of work,
such a plan might run between approximately $60,000 and $80,000. For a community of less than 2,000
people, that price tag is a tall order. Also, it should be understood that it is certainly possible for Downtown
Tryon to continue to revitalize without such a plan. However, a plan would be very helpful in taking Downtown
Tryon to the next level, and it may be the type of project that could be funded through the Community
Foundation, a grant through the state, and/or similar funding sources.
Best Practices Models
Below is a list of communities both within the state that may serve as models for “best practices” for various
aspects of downtown revitalization. Additional information on these projects can be found at
www.ncmainstreetconference.com/blog/categories/award-winners.












Wilson, NC: Downtown park development and programming (Vollis Simpson Whirligig Park)
Sanford, NC: Downtown mural program
Mount Airy, NC: Public art (Whittling Wall)
Wilkesboro, NC: Development of an artisan center, café and event venue (Blue Ridge Artisan Center)
Brevard, NC: Business retention, expansion and recruitment program / Infill development (43 South Broad
Street)
Elkin, NC: Threatened building preservation efforts (115 North Main Street)
Goldsboro, NC: Building rehabilitation project (151 North Center Street)
Marion, NC: Incentive program for business entrepreneurs
Lenoir, NC: Downtown branding campaign / Second floor utilization strategy
Mocksville, NC: Special events (Twas the Night Before Bed Race)
Morganton, NC: Special events (FAB Crawl)
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